
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His nose grew hot, and his ears grew cold, and he
_______________________.
1.

(past simple/not/move)was not able to move

You must give me time to think it over; I ______________________ you or
I may not.
2.

(may/help)
may be able to help

___________________________________________ such a
misinterpretation of his charming laugh?
3.

(Mr. Bennet/would/ever/forgive/?)
Would Mr. Bennet ever be able to forgive

_________________________________ a life changed and empty of all
pleasure?
4.

(how/she/should/live/?)
How should she be able to live

I hope you _____________________.5. (present simple/set up)are able to set up

I took that as a fair price for my best work; I
__________________________ my best; and I will be damned if I steal with
my eyes open.

6.

(past simple/not/produce)
was not able to produce

I _____________________________ any name resembling this on
modern maps.
7.

(present perfect/not/find)
have not been able to find

It was the only thought she ____________________.8. (past simple/grasp)was able to grasp

She threw herself against the door with all her weight; she pressed her
hands and knees so firmly against it that she, the weak woman, succeeded in
doing what the strong man __________________________.

9.

(past perfect/not/do)
had not been able to do

I ___________________ long before you knew it, but I lay low.10.
(past simple/walk)

was able to walk

Never was more heroic remedy; it seemed a form of lingering suicide; but
by degrees some slight improvement became apparent, and at length the
sufferer __________________ upright, and to drain his glass with a sigh of
rare relief.

11.

(past simple/sit)
was able to sit
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____________________________________ upon his scientific work
these harrowing days?
12.

(Lee/past simple/still/concentrate/?)
Was Lee still able to concentrate

And _________________________________________________
questions acutely?
13.

(why/a philologist/should/not/answer/?)
why should not a philologist be able to answer

We shall see it in front of us, and we _____________________________
it.
14.

(shall/not/avoid)
shall not be able to avoid

He ____________________________ a single one; and then what would
become of all his grand hopes and calculations?
15.

(might/not/kill)
might not be able to kill

These habits at last become very strong, until they
________________________ loose from them.
16.

(present simple/not/break)are not able to break

Our wings are as yet without feathers,
___________________________________ anything to eat?
17.

(how then/we/shall/get/?)
how then shall we be able to get

I ______________________________, as it was.18. (should/not/sleep)should not be able to sleep

We all pledge ourselves _________________________ to delight.19.
(indefinite/continue)

to be able to continue

__________________________ soon?20. (I/shall/walk/?)Shall I be able to walk
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